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Abstract
Background: Advances in the understanding of checkpoint blockade immunotherapy have suggested that
boosting the cancer-immunity cycle (CIC) can help induce regression of tumors. However, good e�cacy
only occurs in a subset of patients. Predictive biomarkers that can re�ect the tumor microenvironment
(TME) and CIC may have great potential. More recently, the presence of intratumoral tertiary lymphoid
structures (TLSs) has also been correlated with clinical bene�t in patients.

Methods: In this study, we comprehensively measured the immunogram scores (IGSs) for the CIC and
explored the associations between immunological and mutational features and a 12-chemokine
metagene TLS signature in data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Three immunotherapy datasets
were further applied for validation.

Results: In the TCGA dataset, we observed that the 12-chemokine TLS signature score was positively
associated with a boosted CIC, as represented by increased tumor mutational burden (TMB) and
neoantigen burden (TNB), enriched immune cell in�ltration, and elevated cytolytic activity and checkpoint
expression. Speci�cally, in bladder cancer and melanoma, a high 12-chemokine TLS signature score was
found to potentially re�ect an expanded CIC phenotype characterized by high TNB and an immune-
in�amed feature. The predictive and prognostic value of the 12-chemokine TLS signature was further
validated in several immunotherapy datasets.

Conclusion: The score of a 12-chemokine metagene signature may serve as a pancancer marker of the
immune-active phenotype. The 12-chemokine TLS signature showed promise as a predictive and
prognostic biomarker for ICB e�cacy, especially in melanoma and bladder cancer.

Introduction
To date, immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) therapy to reinvigorate antitumor immune functions has led
to unprecedented success in a large set of tumors [1]. However, not all patients derive responses,
emphasizing the critical need for useful biomarkers. Currently, while the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has approved PD-1 ligand 1 (PD-L1) immunohistochemistry (IHC) as a companion diagnostic for
ICB immunotherapy for non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [2], multiple studies in other cancer types
have detected no association between PD-L1 expression and clinical bene�t [3, 4]. Discrepant results
linking tumor mutational burden (TMB) and the clinical outcome of patients receiving ICB treatment have
also been derived from studies of different tumors [5]. Additional predictive biomarkers aiming to
characterize the tumor microenvironment (TME) have been extensively investigated. For instance, tumor-
in�ltrating lymphocytes [6], a T cell-in�amed gene expression pro�le (GEP) [7], and the clonal architecture
of the intratumoral or peripheral T cell repertoire [8] may be indicators of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 e�cacy.
Although the role of T cell-mediated antitumor immunity has been thoroughly studied, other
immunological factors remain insu�ciently clari�ed.
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More recently, studies on the TME have revealed further insights into the generation of an e�cient
adaptive antitumor immune response by showing that such responses also occur at intratumoral tertiary
lymphoid structures (TLSs) [9]. In melanoma, the combined presence of tumor-associated CD8+ T cells
and CD20+ B cells is associated with favorable prognosis, and these CD8+CD20+-enriched tumors can be
identi�ed by immuno�uorescence (IF) staining of C-X-C chemokine receptor type 5 (CXCR5) and
chemokine C-X-C motif ligand 13 (CXCL13) in combination with CD20 or by quantifying a 9-gene RNA
expression signature [10]. In addition, in early methods for TLS detection, expression of a set of lymphoid
chemokines (CCL2, CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CCL8, CCL18, CCL19, CCL21, CXCL9, CXCL10, CXCL11, and
CXCL13) called the 12-chemokine TLS signature was also identi�ed in multiple cancers, including
colorectal cancer, breast cancer, melanoma, and liver cancer [9, 11–13].

However, since the tumor–immune ecosystem is highly complex, efforts to capture this complexity via a
single feature may yield limited information [14]. Theoretically, for successful anticancer immunotherapy,
a series of dynamic spatiotemporal processes must be initiated, as proposed by Chen and Mellman to be
a cancer-immunity cycle (CIC) [15]. Preclinical studies have revealed that e�cient antitumor strategies
may be tailored to target nonredundant immunological pathways to enable iterative revolutions of the CIC
and incite durable antitumor activity [15–17]. Based on the theory of the CIC, Nakajima developed an
immunogram score (IGS) algorithm to visualize and quantify each step of the CIC [18], including T cell
immunity (IGS1), tumor antigenicity (IGS2), priming and activation (IGS3), tra�cking and in�ltration
(IGS4), recognition of tumor cells (IGS5), inhibitor cells (IGS6), checkpoint expression (IGS7), and
inhibitory molecules (IGS8). The IGS may re�ect the cancer immunity status of the tumor, and
reinvigorating and expanding pre-existing key aspects of the CIC may contribute greatly to the antitumor
activity of immunotherapy.

Here, we intriguingly report that the score of the 12-chemokine metagene signature that was originally
applied as an indicator of TLS presence [9, 11] is associated with an enhanced CIC and may show
promise as a predictive biomarker for ICB e�cacy.

Methods
Data collection and processing

For The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) pancancer datasets, we downloaded the normalized RNASeqV2
data, mutation data, and immune signature compilation (including immune subtype, immune cell
in�ltration, and B cell receptor (BCR)/T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire diversity and richness) data from a
previous publication (https://gdc.cancer.gov/about-data/publications/pancanatlas) [19]. The RNA-seq
dataset, clinical information, and immunohistochemistry data from the IMvigor210 cohort (studying
atezolizumab administration in platinum-treated locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma)
were downloaded from the supplementary data of Mariathasan et al [20]. Gene expression datasets for
melanoma from GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals (GSE35640; MAGE-A3 immunotherapy cohort) [21] and
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (GSE91061; ICB immunotherapy) [8] were used for validation.
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Calculation of the 12-chemokine TLS signature score

To calculate the 12-chemokine signature score, the RNA expression datasets were log2 transformed, and
the score represents the mean of the normalized value of 12 genes (CCL2, CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CCL8,
CCL18, CCL19, CCL21, CXCL9, CXCL10, CXCL11, and CXCL13).

The immunogram scores (IGSs) of the CIC

To analyze the IGSs of each step of the CIC, we performed gene set variation analysis (GSVA) with the
GSVA R package. All gene sets for each step of the CIC were downloaded from a previous publication
[18]. For IGS2, the tumor neoantigen burden (TNB) for each dataset was downloaded from previous
studies [8, 18–21].

Statistical analysis

Group values were analyzed by using the Mann–Whitney test. Correlation analyses were performed using
Pearson’s r. Cutoffs for a high TLS signature were determined using the median (melanoma) or top
quartile (urothelial carcinoma) in different datasets. Survival analyses were conducted using the Kaplan-
Meier estimator. Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) was applied for the analyses of clinical response or
bene�t. All analyses were performed using the R software.

Results
The 12-chemokine TLS signature score was positively associated with an enhanced CIC and elevated
immune cell in�ltration.

A 12-chemokine RNA signature, originally identi�ed as a metagene signature related to in�ammation and
tumor-localized ectopic TLS presence (referred to as the TLS signature), was comprehensively analyzed
in TCGA pancancer datasets. The 12 genes encoding chemokines were commonly dysregulated in
various cancer types compared to the respective normal controls (Fig. 1a). We delineated the IGSs of
each CIC step within different subgroups when tumor samples were classi�ed according to the signature
levels (Fig. 1b). A strong correlation between the 12-chemokine TLS signature and all steps of the CIC
was observed, including T cell immunity, dendritic cell (DC) enrichment, and expression of checkpoint
molecules (Fig. 1b-c, Fig. S1-2). On the other hand, we observed different patterns of the impact of the
TLS signature score on genomic correlates (Fig. 1d). In bladder urothelial carcinoma (BLCA), skin
cutaneous melanoma (SKCM), colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), etc., the TLS signature score was
positively correlated with TMB and TNB, while contradictory �ndings were observed in adrenocortical
carcinoma (ACC) and thyroid carcinoma (THCA). We next analyzed bladder cancer and melanoma in
depth, as a high TLS signature score may re�ect a TNB-high/immune-in�amed subtype in these tumors,
suggesting that the signature may be capable of playing a predictive/prognostic role for immunotherapy.

A high TLS signature score was a favorable prognostic factor in the TCGA BLCA dataset.
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First, we explored the phenotypic differences between TLS signature score-high and TLS signature score-
low patients in the TCGA BLCA dataset. A weak (r = 0.13) but statistically signi�cant (p < 0.05) positive
association was identi�ed between the TLS signature score and TMB or TNB (Fig. 2a, b). When patients
were subclassi�ed as TLS signature score high or TLS signature score low (cutoff: top 25%), we observed
a strong enrichment of in�ltrating immune cells and expression of immune checkpoint molecules in the
TLS signature score high subgroup (Fig. 2c and Fig. S3). Moreover, the TLS signature score-high
subgroup was characterized by an interferon-γ (IFN-γ)-dominant phenotype (C2 subtype, Fig. 2d and Fig.
S4), accompanied by elevated BCR/TCR richness and Shannon diversity (Fig. 2e) and increased immune
signature expression (Fig. 2f). Overall, a high TLS signature score indicated enhancement of multiple
factors of the immune cycle (Fig. 2g), and patients within the TLS signature score-high subgroup
experienced a prolonged progression-free interval (PFI, p = 0.039) and increased overall survival (OS, p = 
0.055) months (Fig. 2h, i).

The TLS signature score was associated with improved clinical outcome in the IMvigor210 cohort.

Next, we investigated how the TLS signature score may impact immunotherapeutic responses in a cohort
of locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) patients receiving atezolizumab treatment.
In accordance with the data from TCGA BLCA datasets, the TLS signature score was positively
associated with TNB and in�ltrating immune cells (Fig. 3a, b). When the samples were subclassi�ed into
two subgroups (cutoff: top 25%), TLS signature score-high samples had higher PD-L1 staining on tumor
cells (TCs) or on tumor-in�ltrating immune cells (ICs) (Fig. 3c) than TLS signature score-low samples, and
TLS signature score-high samples had enrichment of the in�amed phenotype (Fig. 3d, e) and elevated
immune signatures such as cytolytic activity, IFN-γ signaling, and MHC expression (Fig. S5). Collectively,
the expanded immune cycle in TLS signature score-high patients (Fig. 3f) may have contribute to the
increased disease control rate (DCR), overall response rate (ORR) and prolonged OS (Fig. 3g, h).
Speci�cally, in the IMvigor210 mUC cohort, we observed that the DCR and ORR of the TLS signature
score-high subgroup were 59% and 32%, respectively, compared with only 39% and 20% in TLS signature
score-low subgroup, respectively (Fig. 3g, p < 0.05 for all comparisons). More importantly, a signi�cant
difference in OS was also observed between the TLS signature score-high and the TLS signature score-
low groups (Fig. 3h, HR: 0.64; OS: 15.9 vs 7.7 m; p = 0.0017).

A high TLS signature score correlates with an enhanced CIC and predicts the therapeutic response in
melanoma patients receiving immunotherapy.

A previous study showed that TLS formation confers distinct T cell phenotypes in melanoma, and a 9-
gene signature associated with TLSs was subsequently derived, which predicted clinical outcomes in
patients receiving immunotherapy [9]. Here, we showed that the 12-chemokine TLS signature, which was
originally derived from colorectal carcinoma (CRC), is also indicative of elevated TMB, TNB, immune
in�ltration, and checkpoint expression (Fig. 4a-c and Fig. S6). The median score was used as the cutoff,
and TLS signature score-high melanoma samples showed an enhanced CIC phenotype (Fig. 4d). An
improved PFI but no an improved OS duration were observed in the TLS signature score-high subgroup in
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the TCGA BLCA dataset (Fig. 4e, f). More intriguingly, we then validated the clinical utility of the TLS
signature for predicting immunotherapy response by using two publicly available datasets (GSE91061
and GSE35640). As expected, the 12-chemokine TLS signature score was also a predictive biomarker for
melanoma patients who received anti-PD1/PD-L1 immunotherapy (Fig. 4g) or MAGE-A3 treatment
(Fig. 4h). In addition, a high TLS signature score indicated strong immune in�ltration and immune
responses in both datasets (Fig. S7-8). However, since TNB data were not available in these two
melanoma immunotherapy datasets, we were unable to determine the associations between the TLS
signature score and the IGSs of the immune cycle.

Discussion
TLSs that develop in the TME re�ect lymphoid neogenesis upon chronic exposure to proin�ammatory
chemokines and cytokines during tumor progression [9]. In previous studies, TLSs presence has been
correlated with favorable prognosis in some solid tumors, illustrating their roles in promoting lymphocyte
in�ltration and increasing the antitumor immune response [11]. Previous studies have proposed various
gene signatures of TLSs, among which the 12-chemokine metagene signature has been associated with
the presence of TLSs and improved clinical outcomes in colorectal cancer [11], breast cancer [12] and
melanoma [13]. Although TLS formation usually indicates an in�ammatory context and increased
in�ltrating T cells in the tumor, the link between the presence of TLSs and each step of the immune cycle
has not yet been well investigated.

Intriguingly, we showed that the 12-chemokine TLS signature score is a novel indicator of the cancer
immunity status of the tumor by exploring the transcriptome data of TCGA pancancer datasets. Indeed,
previous studies have focused on developing e�cient and reliable methods for quantifying the dynamic
spatiotemporal process of the CIC, and strategies such as transcriptome analysis, whole-exome
sequencing (WES) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) have been employed [18, 22]. Our data indicated that
the 12-chemokine TLS signature may function as a simple tool for evaluating the multiple steps of the
CIC and thus for predicting those patients who are likely to have a favorable prognosis, especially in
patients treated with immunotherapy. Previously, PD-L1 expression (as assessed by an IHC assay)
emerged as the �rst potential predictive biomarker for anti-PD-1/PD-L1 immunotherapy response.
However, the clinical utility of PD-L1 staining has been limited by the different antibodies, thresholds of
positivity and cell types used in assays [23]. Other promising biomarkers include TMB, immunological
subtype, and lymphocyte in�ltration [5, 7, 8]. Here, we identi�ed a strong correlation between the 12-
chemokine TLS signature score and the expression levels of PD-L1 (TC level or IC level) in the IMvigor210
mUC cohort. Moreover, an in�amed immune phenotype was found to be enriched in the TLS signature-
high subgroup in both melanoma and mUC. Altogether, our data suggested that the TLS signature score
may function as a “composite” indicator of the presence of an expanded preexisting anticancer immunity
cycle in the TME and may be a candidate biomarker for guiding patient selection.

Several limitations to this study must be acknowledged. First, the 12-chemokine TLS signature and IGS
scores were analyzed based on TCGA and publicly available datasets. To clarify how the metagene
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signature may correlate with TLS presence, immune in�ltration, and checkpoint expression in each tumor
type, further in vitro histopathological assessments are needed. Second, a larger pancancer
immunotherapy cohort study would be helpful for optimizing the cutoff value of the 12-chemokine TLS
signature score in different cancer types.

Conclusions
The concept of the CIC has attracted a great deal of attention because it illustrates the spatiotemporal
process of anticancer immunity. Here, we presented the intriguing �nding that the 12-chemokine TLS
signature score positively associated with an enhanced CIC and might be an effective marker for
identifying potential responders to immunotherapy in various cancers.
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Figure 1

Association between the 12-chemokine TLS signature and the comprehensive characteristics of the
cancer immunity cycle (CIC). a. Heatmap showing summary statistics and individual mean values of the
log2-transferred RNA expression levels of the 12-chemokine metagene signature between cancer and
normal tissues in each cancer type (two-way T-test, *, p < 0.05). b. Samples from various cancers from the
TCGA dataset were subclassi�ed into four subgroups according to quartiles of TLS expression levels.
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The radar chart includes eight axes re�ecting the median percentile rank of each IGS in a subgroup.
Spearman rank correlations between the TLS signature score and immune cell in�ltration (c) or
mutational features, including TMB and TNB (d) (*, signi�cant associations p < 0.05).

Figure 2

High TLS signature score correlates with an enhanced CIC and predicts superior prognosis in the TCGA
BLCA dataset. Spearman rank correlations between the TLS signature score and TMB (a) and TNB (b). c.
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The fold change and signi�cance (p value) of enrichment scores of all in�ltrating immune cells were
compared between the TLS signature score-high and TLS signature score-low subgroups (cutoff: top
25%) by using the limma R package. d. Alluvial diagram of immune subtype clusters (C1, wound healing;
C2, IFN-γ dominant; C3, in�ammatory; C4, lymphocyte depleted; C5, immunologically quiet; C6, TGF-β
dominant) in groups with different TLS signature scores. e. BCR and TCR richness (left) and Shannon
(right) indexes were compared between the TLS signature score-high and TLS signature score-low
subgroups (****, Wilcoxon test, p < 0.0001). f. Immunological signatures were compared between the TLS
signature score-high and TLS signature score-low subgroups (****, Wilcoxon test, p < 0.0001). g. The
radar chart includes eight axes re�ecting the median percentile rank of each IGS in the TLS signature
score-high or TLS signature score-low subgroup. h, i, Kaplan–Meier curves comparing PFI (H) and OS (I)
between the TLS signature score-high and TLS signature score-low subgroups.
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Figure 3

High TLS signature score correlates with an enhanced CIC and improved clinical outcomes in the
IMvigor210 urothelial carcinoma immunotherapy cohort. a. Spearman-rank correlations between the TLS
signature score and TNB. b. Spearman-rank correlations between the TLS signature score and in�ltrating
immune cells. c. Associations between the TLS signature score and PD-L1 staining intensity on tumor
cells (TCs) or on tumor-in�ltrating immune cells (ICs) (***, Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.001). d. Associations
between the TLS signature score and immune phenotypes in UC (***, Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.001). e.
Alluvial diagram of immune phenotypes in groups with different TLS signature scores. f. The radar chart
includes eight axes re�ecting the median percentile rank of each IGS in the TLS signature score-high or
TLS signature score-low subgroup. g. Associations between the TLS signature score and the disease
control rate (DCR) and response rate (Fisher’s exact test, *, p < 0.05; ***, p < 0.001). h. Kaplan–Meier
curves comparing OS between the TLS signature score-high and TLS signature score-low subgroups.
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Figure 4

High TLS signature score correlates with an expanded CIC in the TCGA SKCM dataset and predicts
improved e�cacy in melanoma immunotherapy cohorts. Spearman rank correlations between the TLS
signature score and TMB (a) and TNB (b) in the TCGA SKCM dataset. c. The fold change and
signi�cance (p value) of the enrichment scores of all in�ltrating immune cells were compared between
the TLS signature score-high and TLS signature score-low subgroups (cutoff: top 50%) in the TCGA
SKCM dataset by using the limma R package. d. The radar chart includes eight axes re�ecting the median
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percentile rank of each IGS in the TLS signature score-high or TLS signature score-low subgroup. e, f.
Kaplan–Meier curves comparing PFI (D) and OS (E) between the TLS signature score-high and TLS
signature score-low subgroups in the TCGA SKCM dataset. g. Associations between the TLS signature
score and the disease control rate (DCR) and overall response rate (ORR) in the anti-PD1/PD-L1
immunotherapy (GSE91061) dataset (Fisher’s exact test, *, p < 0.05). h. Associations between the TLS
signature score and response rate in the MAGE-A3 immunotherapy (GES35640) dataset (Fisher’s exact
test, *, p < 0.05).
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